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Abstract. User preferences are a fundamental ingredient of personalized database applications, in particular those in which the user context
plays a key role. Given a set of preferences defined in different contexts,
in this paper we study the problem of deriving the preferences that hold
in one of them, that is, how preferences propagate through contexts. For
the sake of generality, we work with an abstract context model, which
only requires that the contexts form a poset. We first formalize the basic
properties of the propagation process: specificity, stating that more specific contexts prevail on less specific ones, and fairness, stating that this
behavior does not hold for incomparable contexts. We then introduce an
algebraic model for preference propagation that relies on two well-known
operators for combining preferences: Pareto and Prioritized composition.
We study three alternative propagation methods and precisely characterize them in terms of the fairness and specificity properties.

1

Introduction

The information available in digital form is growing so fast that today the availability of methods for automatically filtering the accessible data according to the
real needs of the users has become a compelling need. In this framework, context
awareness [5] and user preferences [6] have emerged as viable solutions to this
problem. The former refers to the ability of selecting data according to features
of the environment in which the application is used, such as the location, the
time, and the device. The latter refers to the ability of evaluating the relevance
of data for a given user on the basis of a set of preferences settled on such data.
In this paper we consider both aspects together and study the problem of
selecting the most relevant data in a situation in which preferences are defined
in different contexts and queries are posed in one of them. The scenario we refer
to is illustrated in the following example.
Example 1. Assume that we have fixed some contextual preferences for food such
as “In Italy, a dish of pasta is preferable to one of beef, but if you are in Naples
you should taste the world-famous pizza instead of pasta. In summer, however, a
fresh salad is preferable to a hot dish of pasta”. Assume now that it is summer,
we are in Naples and we would like to have some suggestion for food. All of such
preferences should be taken into account since they refer to contexts that are
more general than the current one. However, it is evident that the preferences

defined in “Naples” and “Italy in summer” should take precedence on those in the
more generic context “Italy”. Moreover, the preference in “Naples” should not
take precedence on the preference in “Italy in summer”, and vice versa, since,
in general, one does not apply to the other. It turns out that, in the current
context, pizza and salad are both the best alternatives among the mentioned
foods and should be returned first by a data filtering system since, on the basis
of the given preferences, no other food is preferable to them.
As shown in the example, a generalization hierarchy can be usually defined
over contexts and preferences defined in different contexts propagate along this
hierarchy. Thus the problem can be rephrased as the investigation of preference
propagation in a hierarchy of contexts and its impact on database querying.
Recently, this issue has been studied extensively [1, 11, 14–16, 18] but always
resorting to pragmatic, operational approaches. Conversely, we intend to tackle
the problem in a principled way with the goal of providing a solid basis to the
issue of context-aware preferences in database applications.
With this goal in mind, we consider a very general framework in which the
only requirement is that the contexts form a poset, that is, a set with a partial order relationship on its elements. Actually, in order to provide concrete examples
we introduce a formalism (the CT model) for the representation of contexts, but
our results apply to the general notion of context poset. Moreover, we express
user preferences in terms of a partial order relation over the tuples of interest [6,
8], a general approach that includes the case in which preferences are expressed
by associating a numerical score with tuples [2, 10].
We then start by formalizing the basic properties of the propagation process,
which are also implicitly at the basis of earlier approaches to the problem [14–16]
and correspond to the observations made in Example 1: (i) preferences over a
pair of incomparable contexts c1 and c2 do not take precedence on each other
(fairness), and (ii) preferences over a context c1 take precedence on the preferences over a context c2 when c1 is more specific than c2 (specificity).
Building on these notions, we introduce an algebraic model for expressing
preference propagation based on two binary operators: (i) ⊕, which combines
preferences defined in two unordered contexts, and (ii) ⊛, which combines preferences in two ordered contexts. Interestingly, it turns out that these operators
can be captured by two popular methods for combining preferences: Pareto and
Prioritized composition [6, 8]. We then adopt their semantics for ⊕ and ⊛ and
call a composition thereof a PC (Preference Composition) expression.
Example 2. An example of PC-expression computing the propagation of preferences to the context “Naples in summer” discussed in Example 1 is the following:
≻Naples,summer ⊛((≻Naples ⊕ ≻Italy,summer)⊛ ≻Italy )
where ≻c denotes a set of preferences defined in the context c and, e.g., ≻Italy =
{pasta ≻ beef}. In this expression the preferences in “Naples” and those in
“Italy in summer” are combined with ⊕, since the corresponding contexts are
incomparable. The result is combined with the preferences in “Italy” using ⊛,

since this context is more general than both “Naples” and “Italy in summer”.
Finally, the result is combined with the preferences for “Naples in summer” using
⊛, since it is the most specific context.
We identify a “natural” form of PC-expression and prove that it is unable
to enforce specificity. This leads us to introduce two alternative approaches to
preference propagation. It turns out that the latter is indeed well-behaved since
it satisfies all the desirable properties for preference propagation.
In sum, our main contributions are: (i) the identification and formalization of
the desirable properties of preference propagation in a poset of contexts; (ii) the
definition of an algebra for preference propagation based on Prioritized and
Pareto composition; and (iii) the formal analysis of three propagation methods. To our knowledge, these are the first results that can provide a theoretical
foundation to the management of contextual preferences in database systems.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce
the notion of context poset and present a specific context model that is used
in the examples. In Section 3 we introduce the algebraic model for combining
preferences and, in Section 4, we investigate different methods for computing
preference propagation. In Section 5 we compare our work with the related
literature and finally, in Section 6, we draw some conclusions.

2
2.1

Contexts in Databases
A General Notion of Context

Our aim is to investigate the problem of contextual preference queries independently of the specific formalism used to represent contexts (and preferences as
well). We only focus on a fundamental characteristic of context models: the ability to represent contexts at different levels of detail [4]. We will therefore rely on
the general notion of context that follows.
We recall that a partial order ≤V on a domain of values V is a binary relation
on V that is reflexive (v ≤V v for all v ∈ V ), antisymmetric (if v1 ≤V v2 and
v2 ≤V v1 then v1 = v2 ), and transitive (if v1 ≤V v2 and v2 ≤V v3 then v1 ≤V v3 ).
A partially ordered set, or poset, is a set S on which a partial order ≤S is defined.
Definition 1 (Context). A context c is an element of a poset C, called context
poset. If c1 ≤C c2 and c1 6= c2 , written c1 <C c2 , we say that c1 is more specific
than c2 and that c2 is more generic than c1 .
2.2

The CT Model

The CT (ConTextual) model is a possible refinement of the deliberately general
notion of context poset introduced above. In CT a context is represented by
means of a finite set of contextual dimensions, which represent aspects that may
influence the relevance of data, such as time and location. Each dimension is
described by means of a set of levels representing the dimension at different
degrees of granularity.

Definition 2 (Contextual dimension). A (CT) contextual dimension d is
composed of: (i) a finite poset L of levels; each level l in L is associated with
a set of values M (l), called the members of level l; and (ii) a family CM of
containment mappings cmapll21 : M (l1 ) → M (l2 ) for each l1 ≤L l2 .
For instance, day, week, month, and year are possible levels for the time
dimension. A possible member of the day level is 23/07/2011, which is mapped
by the containment mappings to the member 07/2011 of the level month.
A partial order ≤M can also be defined on the members M of a dimension
d: given a pair of members m1 and m2 of levels l1 and l2 of d, respectively, we
have that m1 ≤M m2 if cmapll21 (m1 ) = m2 . We are now ready to introduce the
notion of context poset in the CT model.
Definition 3 (Context poset in the CT model). Let D be a finite set of
dimensions. A (CT) context c over D is a tuple over l1 , . . . , ln , where each li is
a level of a dimension in D. A CT context poset C over D is a set of contexts
cj over some Dj ⊆ D, such that c1 ≤C c2 if, for each dimension d ∈ D2 : (i) c1
is defined on d, and (ii) c1 [d] ≤M c2 [d], where c[d] denotes the member of d
occurring in a context c.
c1 = (Italy)

c2 = (Naples)

c3 = (summer; Italy)

c4 = (summer; Naples)

Fig. 1. A context poset in the CT model

Example 3. A simple example of CT context poset, which refers to the scenario
discussed in Example 1, is shown in Figure 1.3 In this example, c1 is a context
over the dimension Location at the level Country, whereas c2 is a context over the
same dimension at level City. Similarly, c3 and c4 are contexts over dimensions
Time and Location at the levels {Season, Country} and {Season, City}, respectively. Then, we have for instance that c4 ≤C c3 since summer ≤M summer and
Naples ≤M Italy.

3

Preferences in contexts

3.1

Qualitative Preferences

According to a general and widely accepted approach [6, 8], preferences over
tuples of a relation scheme R(A1 , . . . , Ak ) are expressed by a binary relation
3

We represent the poset with its Hasse diagram, in which the edges represent the
partial order (transitively reduced), and x is drawn lower than y if x ≤ y.

Q
over the tuple domain of R, that is, over the set ki=1 Di , where Di is the value
domain of attribute Ai . We recall that a strict partial order on a set S is an
asymmetric (we never have both s1 <S s2 and s2 <S s1 ) and transitive binary
relation on S.
Definition 4 (Preference relation). A preference relation ≻ over a scheme
R(X) is a strict partial order on the tuple domain of R. Given a pair of tuples t1
and t2 in the tuple domain of R, if t1 ≻ t2 then t1 is preferable to t2 . If neither
t1 ≻ t2 nor t2 ≻ t1 , then t1 and t2 are indifferent, denoted by t1 ∼ t2 .
A refinement of the indifference relation ∼ associated to a preference relation ≻ allows some indifferent tuples to be also equivalent, which, as we will see,
is a key property for the composition of preference relations [9].
Definition 5 (Equivalent tuples). Given a preference relation ≻, t1 and t2
are equivalent under ≻, written t1 ≈ t2 , if t1 ∼ t2 and, for all t in the tuple
domain such that t1 ≻ t (t ≻ t1 ), it is t2 ≻ t (t ≻ t2 ), and vice versa. If t1 ∼ t2 ,
but t1 6≈ t2 , we say that t1 and t2 are incomparable.
Example 4. Let us consider the relation over the scheme R(Food, Calories, Fat)
made of the following tuples:
t1 = (pasta,221,1.3) t2 = (beef, 63, 2.5) t3 = (salad, 15, 0.1) t4 = (pizza, 160, 3.2)
A possible set of preferences over this scheme is t1 ≻ t2 and t3 ≻ t2 . In words,
pasta and salad are both preferable to beef. It follows that pasta and salad are
equivalent, whereas pizza is incomparable with all other foods.
The best tuples in a relation r over the scheme R(X) according to the preferences
≻ can be selected by the Best operator [17]: β≻ (r) = {t ∈ r | ∄t′ ∈ r, t′ ≻ t}.4
The restriction of Definition 4 to strict partial orders guarantees that, for any
r 6= ∅, β≻ (r) is never empty [6]. A preference query is any expression of the
relational algebra augmented with the Best operator.
3.2

Contextual Preferences and their Propagation

Throughout the paper we consider a context poset C and a relation scheme
R(X), and denote by BP a function that associates with each context c ∈ C a
preference relation BP(c) = ≻c over R(X).5 If no preferences have been defined
for a context c in C, then BP(c) = ∅. We call ≻c the base preferences in c and BP
a preference configuration over C. Since, as we have seen, preferences propagate
along the poset C, we call complete preferences in c, denoted by ≻+
c , the result of
combining ≻c with the base preferences defined in the other contexts in C, and
denote by CP the function that associates with each context c ∈ C the complete
preferences CP(c) = ≻+
c over R(X). We call CP the propagation (function) of a
preference configuration BP over a context C.
4
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This operator is also called winnow [6] and preference selection [8].
We assume that BP is given by the user or somehow derived from the application.

Let us now try to capture the basic ideas underlying earlier, practical approaches on preference propagation [14–16]. The first issue is the scope of propagation. It is apparent that, for each context c, all and only the base preferences
in the contexts c′ such that c ≤C c′ (denoted by C⌊c⌋) are needed to determine
≻+
c . This is made precise by the following definition.
Definition 6 (Propagation scope). The propagation scope of a context c ∈ C
is C⌊c⌋. For each c′ in the scope of c, if t1 ≻c′ t2 and t1 ≈c′′ t2 for each c′′ ∈ C⌊c⌋
different from c′ , then t1 ≻+
c t2 .
The second part of the definition specifies that a preference between two tuples
in a context c′ , belonging to the scope of c, has to be propagated in c if such
tuples are equivalent in all the other contexts in the scope of c.
As discussed in Example 1, two further basic properties should be satisfied
by preference propagation. Specifically, given a context c: (1) for each pair of
unordered contexts c1 and c2 in the scope of c, the base preferences in c1 and c2
should not take precedence on each other in determining ≻+
c ; in this case we say
that the propagation is fair ; (2) for each pair of ordered contexts c1 <C c2 in
the scope of c, the base preferences in c1 should take precedence on those in c2
in determining ≻+
c ; in this case we say that the propagation is specific. A precise
characterization of the above principles can be given as follows.
Definition 7 (Fairness). A propagation CP is fair if, for each context c in C,
each pair of unordered contexts c1 and c2 in C⌊c⌋, and each preference configuration BP over C such that: (i) t1 ≻c1 t2 , (ii) t2 ≻c2 t1 , (iii) t1 ≈ci t2 for each
c ≤C ci <C c1 , and (iv) t1 ≈cj t2 for each c ≤C cj <C c2 , it is: t1 6 ≻+
c t2 and
t2 6 ≻ +
c t1 .
Definition 8 (Specificity). A propagation CP is specific if, for each context c
in C, each pair of ordered contexts c1 <C c2 in C⌊c⌋, and at least one preference
configuration BP over C such that: (i) t1 ≻c1 t2 , (ii) t2 ≻c2 t1 , (iii) t1 ≈ci t2 for
each c ≤C ci <C c1 , it is: t1 ≻+
c t2 .
Basically, Definition 7 asserts that if c1 and c2 disagree on how to order t1 and
t2 while such tuples are equivalent in all more specific contexts, then t1 and t2
are not ordered in ≻+
c . Conversely, Definition 8 says that if t1 is preferred to
t2 in c1 and such tuples are equivalent in all more specific contexts, then this
preference might propagate to context c (and it actually propagates if no conflict
arises with other contexts in BP incomparable with c1 ).
3.3

PC-expressions

The properties of specificity and fairness suggest that the complete preferences
can be computed by means of an expression involving two basic binary operators
that, given two base preference relations ≻c1 and ≻c2 , return a new preference
relation: one applies when c1 and c2 are unordered, the other one when c1 <C c2 .
Clearly, the former is commutative whereas this is not the case for the latter.

Both operators are associative, since their composition should not depend on
the order in which preferences are considered. Also, they are both idempotent
since the combination of the same preferences should not have any effect. Finally,
they both have the empty set of preferences, ∅, as identity element since contexts
without base preferences should not influence the result.
Incidentally, there are two popular ways to combine preference relations that
meet all the requirements above: Pareto and Prioritized composition [6, 8].
Definition 9 (Pareto and Prioritized composition). Let ≻1 and ≻2 be two
preference relations over a scheme R(X). The Prioritized composition of ≻1 and
≻2 , written ≻1 ⊛ ≻2 , is defined as:
t1 ≻1 ⊛ ≻2 t2 ⇔ (t1 ≻1 t2 ) ∨ (t1 ≻2 t2 ∧ t1 ≈1 t2 )
and their Pareto composition, written ≻1 ⊕ ≻2 , is:
t1 ≻1 ⊕ ≻2 t2 ⇔ (t1 ≻1 t2 ∧ t1 ≻2 t2 ) ∨ (t1 ≻1 t2 ∧ t1 ≈2 t2 ) ∨ (t1 ≈1 t2 ∧ t1 ≻2 t2 )
Intuitively, Prioritized composition gives precedence to preferences in ≻1 , while
preferences in ≻2 are used only if two tuples are equivalent according to ≻1 .
Conversely, Pareto considers the two preference relations equally important.
Example 5. Given the two preference relations
≻1 = {t1 ≻1 t2 , t1 ≻1 t3 }

≻2 = {t2 ≻2 t1 , t2 ≻2 t3 }

it is t2 ≈1 t3 and t1 ≈2 t3 . Then, the Prioritized composition ≻1 ⊛ ≻2 yields
the preferences t1 ≻ t2 , t1 ≻ t3 , and t2 ≻ t3 , whereas the Pareto composition
≻1 ⊕ ≻2 leads to have t1 ≻ t3 and t2 ≻ t3 .
Actually, both Prioritized and Pareto composition preserve strict partial orders [9], whereas this is not guaranteed by replacing in their definition ≈ with
∼ [6]. It is known that ⊕ is commutative and associative and that ⊛ is associative [9] (but obviously not commutative). It is also evident that both operators
are idempotent (that is, ≻ ⊕ ≻= ≻ and ≻ ⊛ ≻= ≻) and have ∅ as the identity.
We are now ready to introduce the main tool for expressing preference propagation in our framework.
Definition 10 (PC-expression). A preference composition expression, or
PC-expression, is any expression E of the form: E ::= ≻c | E ⊕ E | E ⊛ E | (E).
Because of Definition 6, any PC-expression computing the complete preferences
in a context c must include all and only the base preferences in contexts in C⌊c⌋.
Example 6. Consider the context poset in Figure 1. The complete preferences
for context c4 could be expressed by the following PC-expression:
≻c4 ⊛((≻c2 ⊛ ≻c1 ) ⊕ (≻c3 ⊛ ≻c1 ))
Both ≻c2 and ≻c3 are first combined with ≻c1 using the ⊛ operator, since the
corresponding contexts are ordered. These sub-expressions are then combined
with the ⊕ operator, since c2 and c3 are unordered. Finally, ≻c4 is added using
the ⊛ operator, since c4 is the most specific context.

4

Computing the Propagation of Preferences

4.1

The Complete-Cover Propagation

The first way of using a PC-expression for computing preference propagation,
which we call CC (Complete Cover), is based on an intuitive argument: the
complete preferences in a context c can be obtained recursively by composing
the base preferences in c, ≻c , with the complete preferences that hold in the
contexts that, in the context poset C, cover c. We remind that ci covers c if
c <C ci and there is no other context cj such that c <C cj <C ci . The covering
of c in the poset C, denoted covC (c), is the set of contexts in C that cover c.
Definition 11. Let c be a context in C with covering covC (c) = {c1 , . . . , ck }.
The complete preferences in c under the CC propagation are computed as:
(
≻c ⊛ (≻+CC
⊕ ≻+CC
⊕ . . . ⊕ ≻+CC
if covC (c) 6= ∅
c1
c2
ck )
≻+CC
=
(1)
c
≻c
if covC (c) = ∅
From Equation 1 we can derive a “canonical” PC-expression. For this, the following preliminary result is fundamental.
Lemma 1. Prioritized composition left-distributes (but not right-distributes)
over Pareto composition, that is, for any preference relations ≻1 , ≻2 , ≻3 it is:
≻1 ⊛ (≻2 ⊕ ≻3 ) = (≻1 ⊛ ≻2 ) ⊕ (≻1 ⊛ ≻3 )
For the following result we remind that a chain H = hc1 , . . . , ck i of poset
C is a sequence of contexts such that c1 <C c2 <C . . . <C ck , and that H is
maximal if it is not included into another chain.
Corollary 1. Let c be a context in C and covC (c) = {c1 , . . . , ck } be the covering
of c in C. The complete preferences in c under the CC propagation can also be
computed by the canonical PC-expression:
≻+CC
= ⊛(H1 ) ⊕ ⊛(H2 ) ⊕ . . . ⊕ ⊛(Hl )
c

(2)

where {H1 , H2 , . . . , Hl } are all the maximal chains in C⌊c⌋ (the set of contexts
c′ such that c ≤C c′ ), and, for Hi = hc1 , c2 , . . . , ch i, ⊛(Hi ) is shorthand for the
expression (≻c1 ⊛ ≻c2 ⊛ . . . ⊛ ≻ch ).
The result easily follows by unfolding Equation 1 and then applying the leftdistributive property.
Example 7. For the context poset in Figure 1 consider the preferences in Table 1,
which mimic those in Example 1.6 In context c1 = (Italy), pasta is preferred
to beef and beef to salad. On the other hand, in context c2 = (Naples), pizza is
preferred to both pasta and beef. It follows that in c2 it is pasta ≈c2 beef,
thus such foods can be ordered using the preferences valid in c1 , as shown
6

For simplicity in the table we just show the key of each tuple.

in the right-most column of the table. Conversely, a salad is preferred to
both pasta and beef in c3 = (summer;Italy). In the most specific context
c4 = (summer; Naples), for which no base preferences are given, Pareto composition is applied to ≻+CC
and ≻+CC
c2
c3 . These both agree on preferring pasta to
beef, whereas other foods stay unordered due to the semantics of Pareto composition. Thus, the best alternatives in c4 are pizza, pasta, and salad. This can
be expressed by the PC-expression ≻c4 ⊛((≻c2 ⊛ ≻c1 ) ⊕ (≻c3 ⊛ ≻c1 )), which
is the unfolding of Equation 1, or equivalently by the canonical PC-expression
(≻c4 ⊛ ≻c2 ⊛ ≻c1 ) ⊕ (≻c4 ⊛ ≻c3 ⊛ ≻c1 ).
Table 1. Base and complete preferences under the CC propagation for the context
poset in Figure 1.
c
≻c
≻+CC
c
c1 {pasta ≻ beef, beef ≻ salad, pasta ≻ salad} {pasta ≻ beef, beef ≻ salad, pasta ≻ salad}
c2
{pizza ≻ pasta, pizza ≻ beef}
{pizza ≻ pasta, pizza ≻ beef, pasta ≻ beef}
c3
{salad ≻ pasta, salad ≻ beef}
{salad ≻ pasta, salad ≻ beef, pasta ≻ beef}
c4
∅
{pasta ≻ beef}

In spite of the intuitive form of Eq. 1, we have the following negative result:
Theorem 1. The CC propagation is fair but not specific.
Proof. To prove fairness, let c1 and c2 be two unordered contexts in C⌊c⌋, with
t1 ≻c1 t2 and t2 ≻c2 t1 , and let t1 ≈ci t2 ∀ci : (c ≤C ci <C c1 ) ∨ (c ≤C ci <C c2 ).
Let ck,1 (ck,2 ) be a context in covC (c) such that c <C ck,1 ≤C c1 (c <C ck,2 ≤C
c2 , respectively). Due to the semantics of Pareto operator, either t1 is still better
than t2 in the complete preferences in ck,1 , or the two tuples are incomparable in
this context. Similar arguments hold for ck,2 , from which it is derived that t1 and
t2 are incomparable in c. To see why CC violates specificity, consider the poset
in Figure 1 and any preference configuration BP such that: t1 ≻c3 t2 , t2 ≻c1 t1 ,
t1 ≈c2 t2 , and t1 ≈c4 t2 . To show that for no such BP it is t1 ≻+CC
t2 , thus
c4
+
violating specificity, it is enough to observe that t1 ≻+
t
and
t
≻
t
,
2 c2 1 which,
c3 2
according to Pareto composition, leads to have t1 and t2 incomparable in c4 .
Example 8. Let us slightly revise the base preferences in Table 1 assuming now
that there are no base preferences in c2 . By proceeding as in Example 7 it
is still derived that ≻+CC
c4 = {pasta ≻ beef}, since the complete preferences in
c2 coincide with those of c1 while stay unchanged in c3 . This contradicts the
specificity principle, for which the complete preferences in c4 should coincide
with those in c3 , thus making pizza and salad the only best alternatives.
4.2

The Active-Cover Propagation

Since Example 8 shows that contexts with no base preferences, such as c2 , might
invalidate the specificity property of the whole propagation process, it is interesting to study the effect of not considering at all such contexts. For this, given
a preference configuration BP, let us say that a context c is active if BP(c) 6= ∅.
The Active Cover (AC) propagation just considers the covering of c with respect

to the poset A ⊆ C of all active contexts, rather than C. More precisely, let
covA (c) = {c1 , . . . , cl }. Under the AC propagation the complete preferences in
context c, CPAC (c) = ≻+AC
, are now computed as:
c
≻+AC
= ≻c ⊛(≻+AC
⊕ ≻+AC
⊕ . . . ⊕ ≻+AC
)
c
c1
c2
cl

(3)

Note that if c itself is inactive, above Equation still correctly applies by considering the poset A ∪ {c}.
Table 2 shows how Example 8 change under the AC propagation, with the
complete preferences in c4 now consistent with what observed in the Example.
Table 2. Base and complete preferences under the AC propagation for the context
poset in Figure 1.
c
≻c
c1 {pasta ≻ beef, beef ≻ salad, pasta ≻ salad}
c2
∅
c3
{salad ≻ pasta, salad ≻ beef}
c4
∅

≻+AC
c
{pasta ≻ beef, beef ≻ salad, pasta ≻ salad}
{pasta ≻ beef, beef ≻ salad, pasta ≻ salad}
{salad ≻ pasta, salad ≻ beef, pasta ≻ beef}
{salad ≻ pasta, salad ≻ beef, pasta ≻ beef}

However, in spite of being insensitive to the side-effects of contexts with no base
preferences, even AC cannot always guarantee specificity.
Theorem 2. The AC propagation is fair but not specific.
Proof. Fairness follows from the same arguments used in the proof of Theorem
1. The same counterexample used in the proof of Theorem 1 applies here to show
that AC violates specificity, with the only additional hypothesis that t1 ≈c2 t2 ,
yet BP(c2 ) 6= ∅ (i.e., c2 is active).
4.3

The Tuple-Specific Cover Propagation

The rationale under the third propagation we introduce, called Tuple-specific
Cover (T C), is that the arguments used for discarding inactive contexts can be
refined so as to drop, when comparing tuples t1 and t2 , also those contexts for
which there is no specific preference relating t1 and t2 (thus, for each pair of
tuples t1 and t2 , a specific subset of the active context poset A is considered).
Given a preference configuration BP, we say that a context c is (t1 , t2 )active if t1 6≈c t2 . Let At1 ,t2 be the poset of (t1 , t2 )-active contexts and
covAt1 ,t2 (c) = {c1 , . . . , cm } be the covering of context c in the At1 ,t2 poset.
In the T C propagation, tuples t1 and t2 are compared using the following equation, in which the observation that t1 and t2 are either ordered or incomparable
in all contexts in covAt1 ,t2 (c) is exploited to avoid recursion:
C
t1 ≻+T
t2 ⇐⇒ t1 [≻c ⊛(≻c1 ⊕ ≻c2 ⊕ . . . ⊕ ≻cm )]t2
c

(4)

Example 9. Consider the poset in Figure 1 and the BP configuration:
≻c1 = {t2 ≻ t1 , t2 ≻ t3 } ≻c2 = {t1 ≻ t3 , t2 ≻ t3 } ≻c3 = {t1 ≻ t2 , t1 ≻ t3 } ≻c4 = ∅

It is At1 ,t2 = {c1 , c3 }, At2 ,t3 = {c1 , c2 }, and At1 ,t3 = {c2 , c3 }. Thus,
covAt1 ,t2 (c4 ) = {c3 }, covAt2 ,t3 (c4 ) = {c2 }, and covAt1 ,t3 (c4 ) = {c2 , c3 }. According to both AC and CC propagation, tuples t1 and t2 are incomparable in
+AC
context c4 , since ≻+CC
includes the preference t2 ≻ t1 , as inherited from
c2 = ≻ c2
+AC
c1 , whereas t1 ≻ t2 is an element of ≻+CC
. Instead, the T C propagation
c3 = ≻ c3
does not consider context c2 for ordering t1 and t2 , since c2 is not (t1 , t2 )-active
C
(t1 ≈c2 t2 ), thus t1 ≻+T
t2 . The complete preferences for all the three propac4
gations in context c4 are as follows (preferences coincides in the other contexts):
+AC
– ≻+CC
= {t1 ≻ t3 , t2 ≻ t3 }
c4 = ≻ c4
+T C
– ≻c4 = {t1 ≻ t2 , t2 ≻ t3 , t1 ≻ t3 }

The following result shows that T C can be indeed considered the “ultimate”
semantics for preference propagation.
Theorem 3. The T C propagation is both fair and specific.
Proof. Fairness stems directly from the definition of covAt1 ,t2 (c). Specificity is
also guaranteed, since when the three conditions of Definition 8 hold for any
c1 <C c2 , c1 , c2 ∈ A⌊c⌋, namely: t1 ≻c1 t2 , t2 ≻c2 t1 , and t1 ≈ci t2 ∀ci :
c ≤C ci <C c1 ), the definition of covAt1 ,t2 (c) guarantees that c2 6∈ covAt1 ,t2 (c).
Thus, there exists a preference configuration BP for which it is t1 ≻cj t2 ∀cj ∈
C
covAt1 ,t2 (c), which implies t1 ≻+T
t2 .
c
Apparently, the T C propagation requires a distinct covering for each pair of
tuples. However this is not true, since there exists a PC-expression, the same
for all pairs of tuples, that implements T C propagation. The intuition behind
this result is that specificity needs to avoid that a preference t1 ≻ t2 , for which
a conflicting preference exists in a more specific context, propagates along a
chain that does not order t1 and t2 (which is the reason why both CC and AC
violate specificity). Algebraically, this requires a PC-expression, which we denote
TC
EA
(c), that is maximally “grouped on the right”, so that this pass-through
TC
phenomenon is inhibited. The following provides a formal definition of EA
(c).
Definition 12 (PC-expression for T C propagation). Let c′ be a context
in A⌊c⌋ and let {c1 , . . . , ck } be the contexts in A⌊c⌋ that are covered by c′ . The
RG
“right-grouped” expression EA
(c, c′ ) is recursively defined as follows:
(
RG
RG
RG
EA
(c, c′ ) = (EA
(c, c1 ) ⊕ . . . ⊕ EA
(c, ck ))⊛ ≻c′
RG
EA
(c, c) = ≻c
Let {ĉ1 , . . . , ĉn } be the set of maximal elements in A⌊c⌋ (i.e., the contexts ĉi in
A⌊c⌋ such that there is no context c′ ∈ A⌊c⌋ for which ĉi <C c′ ). Then:
TC
RG
RG
EA
(c) = EA
(c, ĉ1 ) ⊕ . . . ⊕ EA
(c, ĉn )

(5)

Example 10. Consider the poset in Figure 1, and assume that all contexts are
TC
active. The PC-expression EA
(c4 ) is ((≻c4 ⊛ ≻c2 ) ⊕ (≻c4 ⊛ ≻c3 ))⊛ ≻c1 . For
convenience, this can also be more compactly rewritten, by applying the leftdistributive property of ⊛, as ≻c4 ⊛(≻c2 ⊕ ≻c3 )⊛ ≻c1 .

TC
Intuitively, EA
(c) can be obtained from the canonical expression by first grouping chains on maximal elements and factoring them out, then recursively applying this process to the so-reduced chains until no more factors can be extracted.
TC
Theorem 4. The PC-expression EA
(c) correctly computes the T C propaga+T C
TC
tion, i.e., t1 ≻c
t2 iff t1 EA (c) t2 .

Proof. If t1 6≈c t2 the result is obvious, since in both cases only ≻c is considered.
TC
Then, assume t1 ≈c t2 . We show that EA
(c) propagates downward to context
c all and only the preferences concerning tuples t1 and t2 for those contexts
cj ∈ covAt1 ,t2 (c), from which the result follows. If cj ∈ covAt1 ,t2 (c), it is t1 6≈cj
t2 and t1 ≈ci t2 holds for any context ci such that c ≤C ci <C cj . From the
RG
TC
definition of EA
(c, cj ) it is immediate to derive that EA
(c) propagates the
preference of cj to c. By contradiction, assume now that ck 6∈ covAt1 ,t2 (c),
TC
t1 6≈ck t2 , yet this preference is propagated by EA
(c) to context c. From the
hypothesis, there exists a context cj ∈ covAt1 ,t2 (c) such that cj <C ck . From
TC
RG
TC
the definitions of EA
(c) and EA
(c, ck ), it turns out that EA
(c) includes the
sub-expression (. . . ≻cj . . .)⊛ ≻ck , and this is the case for every occurrence of
≻ck . Since the left operand includes ≻cj , for which t1 and t2 are not equivalent,
the preference of ck on these tuples does not propagate to c, proving the assert.
We conclude with a major result establishing a precise relationship among the
three propagations we have analyzed so far.
Theorem 5. Let c be a context in the context poset C. Then, the complete preferences in c under the three propagations, CC, AC and T C, satisfy the following
C
AC
TC
relationships: ≻+CC
⊆ ≻+AC
⊆ ≻+T
and ≈CC
c
c
c
c = ≈c = ≈c .
AC
TC
Proof (sketch). (≈CC
c = ≈c = ≈c ): Due to the semantics of Pareto and Prioritized composition, two tuples t1 and t2 are equivalent according to ≻+
c iff
this holds in all contexts whose base preferences appear in the PC-expression
computing ≻+
c . These are clearly the same for AC and T C. Since the additional
contexts used by CC are all inactive, all tuples are equivalent in such contexts,
from which the result follows.
(≻c+CC ⊆ ≻+AC
): Both propagations compute ≻+
c
c using a PC-expression that is
equivalent to the canonical form, i.e., Pareto composition of all the “products”
⊛(Hi ), where Hi is a maximal chain (of the context poset C in the case of CC,
and of the active poset A in the case of AC). If H1 and H2 are two chains, with
H2 ⊆ H1 , it is simple to see that ⊛(H1 ) ⊕ ⊛(H2 ) ⊆ ⊛(H1 ). A repeated application of this yields the result, after observing that each ⊛(Hi ) in Equation 2 is
equivalent to an expression ⊛(Hi− ), Hi− ⊆ Hi , obtained by discarding inactive
contexts from Hi (since such contexts are uninfluential to the result of ⊛(Hi )).
C
(≻+AC
⊆ ≻+T
): The proof follows similar arguments.
c
c

Example 11. The preferences in Table 2 lead to have only one maximal chain
= ≻c3 ⊛ ≻c1 . On the other hand, since the
in A⌊c4 ⌋, i.e., hc3 , c1 i. Thus, ≻+AC
c4
maximal chains in C⌊c4 ⌋ are hc4 , c3 , c1 i and hc4 , c2 , c1 i, yet c2 and c4 are inactive, we can equivalently consider the chains hc3 , c1 i and hc1 i. It follows that
+AC
≻+CC
.
c4 = ≻c1 ⊕ (≻c3 ⊛ ≻c1 ) ⊆ ≻c3 ⊛ ≻c1 =≻c4
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Related Works

Preferences in databases have been extensively investigated in recent years following two main approaches: in the quantitative approach a numerical score is
associated with tuples [2, 10], while in the qualitative one a (strict) partial order
relation is defined on tuples [6, 8]. We have adopted the latter, which is more
general from an order-theoretic point of view. Moreover, our approach is parametric with respect to the context model used since we only exploit the ability
to relate different contexts according to a partial order between them, a feature
common to the majority of the models proposed [4].
Recently, a number of papers have focused on the management of contextual
preferences [1, 14–16, 18]. The main difference with the present paper is that all
of them follow a pragmatic approach based on specific heuristics and then focus
on implementation issues. More in detail, the works by van Bunningen et al. [18]
and Agrawal et al. [1] do not address the issue of combining preferences defined
in different contexts. Agrawal et al. [1] introduce a technique for the management of contextual preferences, based on the qualitative approach, but they do
not consider any generalization relationship between contexts. Stefanidis and
Pitoura [16] consider quantitative preferences in a hierarchical context model.
Preferences in a context c are computed from preferences defined in context c′
that generalizes c and is at “minimal distance” from c in the hierarchy. With
respect to the propagation properties introduced in Section 3, this approach is
specific, but it is not fair and does not respect the propagation scope. Miele et
al. [14] also consider numerical preferences and distances between contexts, but
preferences defined on contexts at a distance from c that is not minimal are also
considered, provided they are not overwritten by some other preference. Since
a smaller context distance does not imply c1 ≤C c2 , this approach respects the
propagation scope, it is specific, but it is not fair.
Mindolin and Chomicki [13] have recently introduced p-skylines, a particular
case of PC-expressions in which each preference relation (i) is used only once,
and (ii) is a total order over an attribute of interest. Taken together, these two
restrictions simplify the problem of determining equivalence and containment
of expressions, but this comes at the price of a reduced expressive power. In
particular, p-skyline expressions (i) cannot be used for arbitrary context posets,
and (ii) limits the kind of preferences we can define.
Contextual preferences could be considered as a particular case of conditional
preference networks (CP-nets), a tool largely investigated in the AI field [3]
and used for database querying [7, 12]. Behind the surface, there are important
differences between our work and that on CP-nets. With CP-nets one defines, for
each attribute of interest, a set of total orders that are conditionally dependent
on some other attribute(s). The resulting preferences are then defined as the
transitive closure of the union of such orders [12] (this might not be an order
since cycles might arise). Conversely, we start with a set of arbitrary strict partial
orders and study how to compose them in a context poset, ensuring that the
result is always a strict partial order.

6

Conclusions

In this paper we have considered the problem of how database preferences propagate when they depend on the context of the user. Unlike previous approaches,
which are based on heuristic arguments, we have tackled the problem in a principled way and have proposed an algebraic model for expressing preference propagation, based on the well-known Pareto and Prioritized composition rules. We
have then analyzed with this model three alternative propagation methods and
shown that one of them satisfies all the desirable propagation properties.
As future work we plan to investigate specialized optimization techniques for
contextual preference queries on large databases and to study how our results
apply to numerical preference models.
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